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One of the best ways to understand history is through eye-witness accounts. Ting-Xing Ye’s riveting first
book, A Leaf in the Bitter Wind, is a memoir of growing up in Maoist China. It was an astonishing coming of
age through the turbulent years of the Cultural Revolution (1966 - 1974).

In the wave of revolutionary fervour, peasants neglected their crops, exacerbating the widespread hunger.
While Ting-Xing was a young girl in Shanghai, her father’s rubber factory was expropriated by the state, and
he was demoted to a labourer. A botched operation left him paralyzed from the waist down, and his health
deteriorated rapidly since a capitalist’s well-being was not a priority. He died soon after, and then Ting-Xing
watched her mother’s struggle with poverty end in stomach cancer. By the time she was thirteen, Ting-Xing
Ye was an orphan, entrusted with her brothers and sisters to her Great-Aunt, and on welfare.

Still, the Red Guards punished the children for being born into the capitalist class. Schools were being
closed; suicide was rampant; factories were abandoned for ideology; distrust of friends and neighbours
flourished. Ting-Xing was sent to work on a distant northern prison farm at sixteen, and survived six years of
backbreaking labour and severe conditions. She was mentally tortured for weeks until she agreed to sign a
false statement accusing friends of anti-state activities. Somehow finding the time to teach herself English,
often by listening to the radio, she finally made it to Beijing University in 1974 as the Revolution was on the
wane — though the acquisition of knowledge was still frowned upon as a bourgeois desire and study was
discouraged.

Readers have been stunned and moved by this simply narrated personal account of a 1984-style ideology-
gone-mad, where any behaviour deemed to be bourgeois was persecuted with the ferocity and illogic of a
witch trial, and where a change in politics could switch right to wrong in a moment. The story of both a
nation and an individual, the book spans a heady 35 years of Ye’s life in China, until her eventual defection
to Canada in 1987 — and the wonderful beginning of a romance with Canadian author William Bell. The
book was published in 1997.

The 1990s saw the publication of several memoirs by Chinese now settled in North America. Ye’s was not
the first, yet earned a distinguished place as one of the most powerful, and the only such memoir written
from Canada. It is the inspiring story of a woman refusing to “drift with the stream” and fighting her way
through an impossible, unjust system. This compelling, heart-wrenching story has been published in
Germany, Japan, the US, UK and Australia, where it went straight to #1 on the bestseller list and has been
reprinted several times; Dutch, French and Turkish editions will appear in 2001.
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From reader reviews:

Carl Strum:

The book A Leaf In The Bitter Wind give you a sense of feeling enjoy for your spare time. You can use to
make your capable a lot more increase. Book can to be your best friend when you getting pressure or having
big problem with your subject. If you can make looking at a book A Leaf In The Bitter Wind to be your
habit, you can get much more advantages, like add your current capable, increase your knowledge about
many or all subjects. You could know everything if you like start and read a reserve A Leaf In The Bitter
Wind. Kinds of book are several. It means that, science guide or encyclopedia or other people. So , how do
you think about this e-book?

Delores Breedlove:

Reading a e-book can be one of a lot of activity that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book
so. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoyed. First reading a book will give you a lot of new details.
When you read a publication you will get new information because book is one of many ways to share the
information or maybe their idea. Second, studying a book will make an individual more imaginative. When
you reading a book especially fictional book the author will bring someone to imagine the story how the
characters do it anything. Third, you can share your knowledge to other folks. When you read this A Leaf In
The Bitter Wind, you are able to tells your family, friends along with soon about yours e-book. Your
knowledge can inspire others, make them reading a e-book.

Jose Banks:

Does one one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt when you are in the book store? Try and
pick one book that you find out the inside because don't assess book by its include may doesn't work the
following is difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not because fantastic as in the outside
appear likes. Maybe you answer may be A Leaf In The Bitter Wind why because the excellent cover that
make you consider with regards to the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content is fantastic
as the outside as well as cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly show you to pick up this book.

Gary Games:

In this era which is the greater person or who has ability in doing something more are more special than
other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you must do is just
spending your time not much but quite enough to get a look at some books. On the list of books in the top
checklist in your reading list will be A Leaf In The Bitter Wind. This book which can be qualified as The
Hungry Hills can get you closer in growing to be precious person. By looking way up and review this reserve
you can get many advantages.
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